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IMechE engineering heritage
award presented to Museum
The beating heart of the Waterworks Museum is the Worth
Mackenzie triple-expansion steam engine. Standing two
floors high, it was installed in 1895 to provide Hereford
with a reliable supply of drinking water. Pumping one million gallons every twelve hours the engine stayed in service through the Second World War and finally ceased
operation in the 1950s. Restored to working condition by
the original volunteer engineers of the Waterworks Museum in the 1970s, the engine remains the oldest working
triple-expansion steam engine in Britain. This has been
recognised by the Institution of Mechanical Engineers
(IMechE) which has granted its prestigious Engineering
Heritage Award as recognition of the part played by the
engine over many years.
The award, a magnificent plaque, was presented to the
Museum by Mr John Wood, past President of the IMechE,
and now Chairman of the IMechE Engineering Heritage
Awards committee. The presentation took place against
the magnificent backdrop of the engine in full steam on
Monday 7th May 2018. Following the presentation Mr
Wood, and other honoured guests from the Worcester and
South Wales branches of the IMechE, toured the site hosted by Museum Chairman Richard Curtis.
Immediately following the visit John Wood wrote:
It really was a very special occasion and we were most
impressed by the dedication and enthusiasm of everyone involved. What you have achieved at Broomy Hill
is something quite outstanding and a model of how to
make engineering heritage come alive in a way that can
appeal to the widest possible audience.
This award is the highest engineering honour which can
be bestowed on an industrial heritage artefact and one
which the Trustees of the Waterworks Museum are immensely proud to receive. It really supports the award of
the title, a site of clear national importance, given to the
Museum a quarter century ago by English Heritage.

John Wood presenting the IMechE plaque
to Richard Curtis, Chairman

John Wood with Fred
Snelgrove i/c engine

Richard Curtis (2nd L) with guests of honour on the day.
(L-R) Paul Inman, Museum Member and Vice Chair of the IMechE
Worcester Area, John Wood, Chair of the IMechE Heritage Awards
Committee, Steve Dowling, Chair of the IMechE Worcester Area, and
Dr Ian Weslake-Hill of the IMechE South Wales Area

Wonderful Steampunk Festival

Hereford & District
Preservation Society
on site in April

No single picture can capture the dedication and
enthusiasm the members
of the H&DPS bring to the
Museum on their much
anticipated annual visit.
This
year
members
brought 14 stationary engines which ran faultlessly
throughout the day and
gave immense pleasure to
Museum visitors. More
historic tractors and other
vehicles than ever just
added to the interest.

The second Steampunk Festival held at the Museum was
even more successful than last year’s with more activities
and more visitors. For two days the whole site was abuzz
and the costumes were superb. The 2019 event has already been booked; don’t miss it!

This event is now truly
established in the Museum
calendar; don’t miss 2019!
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Focus on … Pump restoration and repair
Article compiled with help from Brian Pearson (Trustee), Ashton Cox and Graham Prosser, all Museum volunteer engineers

The Museum, by its very nature, has many pumps, from the huge rams underneath the triple-expansion steam engine to the small
handpumps dotted around the site. During the past twelve months or so, pumps new to the collection have been received which
required restoration from scratch, whilst others we have had for some time have caused problems and required maintenance. This
article seeks to record some recent pump experiences as typical of the day-to-day work of the Museum’s volunteer engineers.

We begin with two horizontal duplex
steam pumps which both gave trouble
early in 2018, but for entirely different
reasons. The first is by Worthington
Simpson and dates from c1948 (A).
The pump needed repacking and
adjustment to the stuffing boxes of both
the steam end and the water pump end. It
is difficult to seal effectively the pump end
stuffing boxes because of wear on the
pump piston rods and in the neck bush
areas. It is hoped to improve the neck
bush by inserting a close
clearance split washer into the
A
end of the stuffing box, but to
improve the piston rods it will be
necessary to remove them for
metal spraying and grinding.
The valve rods (B) in the steam
valve chest are threaded to adjust
the valve alignment but the thread
had stripped on one of the rods,
preventing the steam valve from
operating. Two new valve rods
were made in the Museum
workshop and fitted. The pump is
now running again successfully.
On the Hayward-Tyler pump (C)
the steam power unit is not
working effectively. This is almost
certainly due to inadequate steam
oil lubrication to the steam valve
chest (D). It is currently fitted with
a drip-feed type of oiler but work
is being undertaken to install an
oil pump system driven from the
pump rocker shaft lever.

crank pin centres. Connecting rods’
big-ends were machined, bushes
manufactured to suit and bonded into
place. New gudgeon pins were made slightly oversize to take up some wear
in the crosshead bores - and new
small-end connecting rod bushes
manufactured to suit.
All valve seat faces were re-machined
and cylinder bores lightly honed. A
great deal of cleaning up was required
to all parts of the pump to remove

B

The Godwin pump was finally rebuilt with
sealed main bearings, all new seals and
gaskets. The gaskets were made in the
Museum workshop. A new drive-end
bearing cover was made, as the old one
had excessive wear, incorporating a lip
seal in lieu of the original rectangular seal.
Finally, a coat of paint in the original livery
was added to finish the job.
The Godwin pump has now been installed
in the new Massington Lineshaft display
(F) where it is driven by a belt directly
from the Wilson engine. It is
working faultlessly and pumping
water for visitors to see.
Pearn’s triple pump
Frank Pearn & Co of Manchester
began the manufacture of pumps
in the 1870s and went on to make
pumps of every description which
were exported worldwide. The
company was wound up in 1955.
The Museum was pleased to
receive a Pearn pump (G) and (H)
from the Brockhampton Estate in
2017 albeit in fairly poor condition.
Initially the pump was completely
stripped down to assess its
condition
and
work
began
immediately to bring it back to full
operation.

C

The Godwin pump (E) came from
a old mill in Gloucestershire and
was in a totally derelict state. At
strip-down the pump was seen to
be in very poor condition. Even
using
WD40
liberally,
and
prolonged soaking in paraffin,
cylinder liners and valve seats
remained in situ. Main findings:
excessive
wear
in
big-end
bearings, crankshaft, small end
bearings, and gudgeon pins. One
connecting rod was found to be
badly damaged and distorted, and
the crankshaft main bearings
totally unserviceable. Fortunately,
a replacement connecting rod was
found on another crankshaft at the
Museum.

D

F

E

Without a nameplate on the
pump, research was difficult but, with the
assistance of Stationary Engine Helpline,
the model was determined to be OH2.
Without a serial number, dating the pump
has not been possible.
Refurbishment from scratch
The crankshaft journals were re-ground,
which was not an easy job due to lack of

H

G

corrosion and local damage that it had
suffered, probably during storage, ie
thrown in a corner of the mill. Many
cracks were found in the valve plate
(valve housing) all of which were
repaired. Due to a cracked cylinder
cover plate, a new facing plate was
made which allowed the original plate
to be used again.
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The sideshaft bearings were so
badly worn that new ones had to
be manufactured in the Museum
workshop from solid brass. The
centre piston (H) was cracked,
probably due to frost action. The
crack was welded in the workshop
and the piston machined back to
its
original
diameter.
New
gunmetal bushes have been made
and fitted for the counter shaft.
The inlet valves and outlet valves
were very badly corroded after
many years of work and storage.
A very kind local engineering firm
re-metalled and machined the
valves back to size. Meanwhile
the seating faces of all the valves
in the main block were re-cut in
the Museum workshop and the
valves lapped in.

All the gaskets were recreated
and the Pearn triple pump rebuilt.
The air receiver has been
completely cleaned up and
replaced and guards for the gear
trains are being made to keep visitors
safe. The pump has been repainted in its
original grey livery and soon it will be on
display driven by one of the Museum's
spare engines, probably a Lister CS diesel
engine.
Pump refurbishment and repair never
stops at this busy Museum.

New volunteers

Volunteer viewpoint

Alan Hartland, Volunteer in the Archives

John Moorhouse (far left)
and Ron Prosser. John
Moorhouse is from Llandrindod Wells and for
many years was a teacher in special education.
Ron is a Herefordian recently retired from an
engineering career. They
have joined the Museum’s
engineering workforce
and are already fully immersed in projects. We
welcome them both.

I am Herefordshire through and through,
born in Peterchurch where I attended
Junior School. Then moved on to the
Bishop’s School in Hereford from where I
moved into my first job at Perry Hill
Precision in Clehonger, working on
various machine tools under supervision.
During the year I was there I attended, on
day-release, Hereford Technical College
to do the basic Mechanical Engineering
course. I moved on to Saunders Valve Ltd
and took a formal five-year apprenticeship
with day-release to college. I was involved
in many aspects of engineering including
fuel-system valves for Concorde.

Three very able volunteers
with us for a short while:
Nick Tarr (far left) is an
electrical engineer from
New Zealand. Alex Rowe
and Angus Hughes are
studying at Herefordshire &
Ludlow College; blacksmithing and general engineering
respectively. Welcome all.

Completing my apprenticeship I decided
to spread my wings and took a job with
the
Atomic
Energy
Research
Establishment at Harwell and continued
my technical education at Abingdon
Technical College. I was in instrument
technology working in the then new and
exciting field of fibre-optics.

Trustee changes
This year we regretfully bid farewell
to Julie Jones and Tim Breen who
have both given tremendous service
to the Museum over many years.
We welcome to Trusteeship Mike Harries
and Jill Phillips. Mike has spent most of
his life in broadcast engineering and has
been a volunteer for two years. Jill is
Head of Strategic Partnership at the University of Worcester and has provided
the Museum with educational expertise
over many years. Welcome both.
After 18 months I decided to return to
Hereford where my fiancée was waiting
and prepare for our life together. I took a
job with the Woodville Rubber Co in Ross
in the tool room, mainly turning mould
cavities but advanced to become a senior
design draughtsman. This took me on to
Timothy Ormerod Ltd in Wormelow as a
quality controller where I remained for 32
years until the company closed in 2009.
With two years to go to retirement I took a
job as a part-time water sampler with Dŵr
Cymru Welsh Water.
Always of a sporting disposition I played
football for Westfields Football Club over
many years and played my last game
when I was 55 years old! I was also
captain of my skittles team for 40 years.
I had brought my two daughters as
children to the Museum and felt it would
be a good way to use part of my
retirement time to volunteer there. I
thought it would keep up my interest in
engineering and enable me to pass on my
lifetime of experience to colleagues.
I would strongly encourage others to
volunteer at the Museum because the
camaraderie with fellow volunteers is so
good and you have the satisfaction of
bringing the past back to life. Don’t
hesitate, just drop in any Tuesday. You
will be warmly welcomed and able to see
the excellent restoration work going on.

Jill Phillips

Mike Harries

Proudly independent

Richard Curtis - Museum Chairman
I have attended a number of meetings to represent the Waterworks
Museum this year, both locally and nationally, which have brought
home to me how fortunate we are to be an independent museum.
There are drawbacks to this, especially when cash flow is tight and
hard budgetary decisions have to be made, or whether we can ask one of our Volunteers to commit time for yet another event. But the overriding positive factor is
that, with support from Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water and the Southall Trust, we are
(relatively speaking) masters of our destiny who can operate flexibly and adapt
quickly to changing circumstances.
Many museums funded by the public purse have had their activities significantly
curtailed over the past 10 years as local authority budgets have been cut, including
in Herefordshire. Elsewhere, museums have closed. Over the same period, this
Museum has continued to restore our engineering heritage and open new exhibits,
developing quietly to become one of Herefordshire’s leading visitor attractions.
We also have the advantage of not having been overly distracted by the consequences of national scandals elsewhere in the charity sector, which have resulted in
a raft of new rules and regulations affecting all charities. Other museums may have
highly paid staff, spend large sums on administration or marketing, or conduct fund
raising on the streets – we do none of these activities. Here, any surplus after operating costs (from the funds we receive from our benefactors and the income we generate from visitors) is ploughed back to finance activities next year and to support
our charitable goals in education and making the Waterworks Museum more accessible to all visitors and the communities whose story we tell through the collections.
This does not mean that we can be complacent and the Trustees continue to focus
on the long-term sustainability of the Museum. It is always helped, however, when
we receive generous donations, which expand the collection and increase opportunities for visitors and users of the Museum’s services. One such donation was made
recently by John Townsend - see page 5 - and is a great example of this generosity
which I was delighted to receive on behalf of our proudly independent museum.
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Engineering projects and maintenance
Massington lineshaft
project

The heart of the Massington Lineshaft Project is the Wilson
crude-oil engine. First delivered to the Museum in 2012, a truly
heroic amount of work has been done to bring it back to operating condition. It was physically much larger than we had anticipated from the description given by the donor Museum. This
was the Grampian Transport Museum near Aberdeen, the town
where the engine was manufactured in the early 1920s.
The Waterworks Museum had a major project in hand to replicate the operation of the Massington Pumping Station which
supplied Ledbury with water in the Edwardian period. This was
the only water pumping system in Herefordshire where the power was transmitted from the engine to the pumps via an overhead lineshaft. The actual lineshaft and belt pulleys were donated to the Museum by the owners. Regrettably, the engine and
the triple pump set had long since disappeared.

The Wilson engine fitted the bill perfectly for the motive power
unit and, as luck would have it, the Museum was offered at just
the right time a triple-pump set from the Norfolk Museums and
Archaeology Service. The three items have been brought together and the engine completely refurbished. This has been a
labour of love with many parts missing and having to be made
or replaced from elsewhere. A key item missing was the whole
exhaust valve rocker arm system and cam follower. This has
been remade from scratch in the Museum workshop (see photo
inset above). Another item developed specifically for the project
is the ingenious belt-tensioner (above right).
This has been one of the most challenging projects undertaken
by Museum engineers, but well worth it. The system runs well
and is greatly appreciated by visitors. Whilst the triple pump is
incomplete the little Godwin pump (see p2) does its stuff!

1hp hot-air engine

Model steam engine diorama

This dear old engine, the last of its
kind, is still causing problems. The
hot piston has
been removed due
to a carbon buildup, of unknown
origin, on the cylinder walls. New
seals have been
made from supple
leather, soaked in
castor oil and installed. The system is now being
lubricated
with
paraffin oil and
further tests are
being undertaken.

The
interactive
diorama
is
a
great hit with
young and old
alike but last season the pushbutton
controls
began to show
their age and
required updating.
Rick Barfoot, one
of our newer volunteers, took on
the task and replaced the original electronics with a more modern digital logic system. The
diorama is now more reliable and, importantly, helps visitors to
understand better the logical sequence of ‘raising steam’ before
the engines will operate.
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Events: November 2017 - May 2018
25th Anniversary
of the Tuesday
Working Party
On 7th November 2017 the Museum celebrated a quarter century
since the Tuesday Working Party
was set up by Ray Morgan. Ray,
the Museum’s Chief Engineer at
the time, effectively saved the Museum from going under by bringing
in volunteers one day a week on a
regular basis. He set the concept
on sure foundations and it is still in
operation today.
On a cold day last November all the volunteers on site gathered in the Visitor Centre
(just a corner of one table shown above). They partook of a fine meal prepared by the
ladies who run the Museum café all year. Whilst the working party of 25 years ago
comprised a small group of volunteer engineers, the Museum has burgeoned since
those days and volunteers now undertake a much wider range of roles. Whilst the ladies run the café efficiently and create a significant income for the Museum, other volunteers are working in the archives, keeping the accounts, working in the grounds, and
marketing the Museum to the outside world. Virtually every Tuesday now we have at
least 25 volunteers on site. Gratifyingly, the number of volunteers is ever increasing.

Winter Social Evening
Museum members and guests gathered in
March for the annual Social Evening.
Hosted by Candia Compton, Trustee of
the Southall Trust, some sixty people enjoyed each others’ company and took part
in the usual fiendish quiz.
We thank Candia and husband Chris for their
hard work in preparation and on the night, and
Gill Andrews and her helpers for the wonderful
meal including mouth-watering sweets.

A curator looks back

Junk modelling day

A highly informative and enjoyable lecture was given recently by
John Townsend, the Museum’s first curator (1974-1981), hosted
by the Hereford Society of Model Engineers. Illustrated by excerpts from films made at the Museum, the talk reflected on the
challenges and activities of the earliest days, restoring the tripleexpansion engine and developing the Broomy Hill lower pumping
station into a museum.

This remains one of the most popular
children’s events of the year. Held this
time at February half-term the Visitor
Centre was thronged with children making all sorts of imaginative models.
Above is Elizabeth Figg with her children
Zac and Alex having fun with shapes
and boxes whilst below Charlotte
Hughes proudly
displays the incredible robot she
made.
The day was ably
led as usual by
Stuart and June
Heveron
with
great help from
their
daughter
Kate and her
neighbour Rowan.

At the end of his lecture John made a most generous and welcome donation to the
Museum archive of the film footage, over five hundred photographs related to the site,
relevant historic books and some early 20th century domestic water fittings. We thank
John for his excellent and entertaining lecture and generosity of spirit.

Harsh winter

Group visit

Mid-Devon Tractor, Engine and
Machinery Society on 14 April

Acknowledgment
Twice during the winter 2017-18 the Museum was effectively out of bounds due to
snow and ice. The IMechE Award (see
front page) was due to be presented on
18th March but Herefordshire was snowbound and the event postponed to May.
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The Trustees are very grateful to the
Taylor family for recent gift-aided donations to the Museum of more than £300
in memory of Mrs Marjorie Taylor, a
friend of the Chairman, who passed
away in 2012.

Education matters

A-level Travel and Tourism students from Hereford Sixth Form College, visiting on 23rd January, to understand the nature of the
Museum, how it operates and the valuable contribution the volunteers make

BTEC Travel and Tourism students from Hereford Sixth Form College, on 30th Jan, learning about how the Museum is operated

Riverside Primary School, Hereford (visit 1)

Trinity Primary School, Hereford (visit 1)

Riverside Primary School, Hereford (visit 2)

Trinity Primary School, Hereford (visit 2)

St Thomas Cantilupe CE PS, Hereford

Ashfield Park PS, Ross-on-Wye

Much Birch CE Primary School

Marlbrook Primary School, Hereford (visit 2)

Kingstone & Thruxton Primary School

Marlbrook Primary School, Hereford (visit 1)
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Education matters
Education visits
In collaboration with
Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water,
education visits to the
Waterworks Museum are
free-of-charge
Riverside Primary School, Hereford (Visit 3)

Orleton Primary School

To arrange a visit contact
education@dwrcymru.com

Teachers said . . .
Very informative with interesting activities; children enjoyed it
very much.

Fantastic presentations and lessons by Mary. The hands-on
activities kept the children engaged all day.

Pond-dipping cancelled due to ice but other great activities
were arranged and it was a most successful visit.

Fantastic visit! The children have learned lots and really
enjoyed the interactive resources.

Extremely well arranged with the children active and learning
all the time. Thank you for a brilliant day.

Children totally engaged throughout. Many thanks!

Sion was incredible: friendly, helpful and full of knowledge. All
volunteers very friendly and welcoming. Thank you!

A brilliant visit - fun, engaging and the children learnt lots.

Amazing visit! We will definitely come again and recommend to
colleagues in other schools.
Brilliant delivery of the water cycle. See you next year!

As always, a great visit.
Information presented in an engaging and accessible way with
a good balance of hands-on activities and listening.
Children and teachers had a great time, thank you!

Farewell to Mary Watkins
It is difficult to believe that Mary first came to the Museum in the autumn of
2007. At the time we recorded in WaterWords (Autumn 2007): for the first
time the Museum has a qualified teacher who can offer educational programmes on a regular basis.
Mary had worked for twenty years as a primary school teacher in Newport and then
seconded to Welsh Water to pioneer a peripatetic teaching role. She won a UK Primary Science Teaching Award in January 2007.
For the Museum she devised the new Water at the Waterworks educational programme aimed at 7 - 11 year olds which she delivered successfully for ten years. In
2013-14 Mary and her husband transferred their talents to supporting education work
in Rwanda through VSO. In 2017 they both decided to return to Rwanda to continue
the good work and therefore we bade farewell to Mary in December. On leaving she
was presented, by Chairman Richard Curtis, with an album of images of all the wonderful work she had accomplished at the Museum. We all wish Mary well in Rwanda.

Mary Watkins with Richard Curtis,
Museum Chairman

Geography graduates studying for their post-graduate certificate in education (secondary) at the University of Worcester
spent a day at the Museum in March with their tutors
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Official opening of the Museum’s Old Workshop

From the Editor’s workbench …
Attracting new volunteers is important
to the Museum. It has been pleasing to
me therefore, to see a number of new
volunteer engineers join the Museum
team over the past year, including
some excellent younger people from
our local colleges (see page 3).

(L-R) Mary Sinclair Powell (standing by the Blake lathe), Richard Curtis (Chairman),
Fred Snelgrove, who created the Old Workshop, and Geoffrey Blake
Mary Sinclair Powell was our guest of honour to
open the Old Workshop on Easter Sunday.
The 'Old Workshop' is a heritage engineering
display of the late Victorian/Edwardian era, the
centrepiece of which is the treadle lathe on which
Henry Blake had turned taps and fittings for his
water engineering business in Ross. The lathe
and a large collection of tools were a most generous donation by the grandsons of Henry Blake,
one of whom, Geoffrey, was present at the opening.
Mary said, “I feel it a great privilege to be involved with this event and know that the whole
Blake family would be proud to see the fruits of
their engineering prowess on display. I say ‘well
done’ to all the Museum volunteers for their hard
work in preserving them as part of our local heritage.”
Because of its many displayed artefacts, Ross
was chosen for the first in a series of events
focussing on the historic water supplies to Here- Mary Sinclair Powell cutting the
fordshire’s market towns.
ribbon to open the Old Workshop

Membership and volunteering

For the Museum the membership is its life-blood and we welcome all those who have an
interest in the conservation of our unique industrial heritage for future generations.
Join at the Museum, by post using the form below or (better) using a Museum Gift Aid
certificate. Gift aid means an extra 25p for every £ of your membership or donation.

We desperately need more volunteers because of our very success.
Forget engineering. We really need people who can meet people, make them
welcome and show them round. Just friendliness and common sense.
To the Hon Treasurer, Derek Duffett, Albyn House, 14 Prince Edward Road, Hereford HR4 0LG
I wish to become a member of the Waterworks Museum and agree to abide by its Constitution.
I enclose my subscription for membership:
Parent’s signature
Member £15.00 ❑ Signature__________________ Junior member £2.00 ❑ _______________
My name ___________________________________ Tel ______________________________
Address _____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________ Postcode ___________________

or write to him c/o the Museum address.
… Noel Meeke
Registered Charity, Accredited Museum, Registered Company

Chairman and Company Secretary:
Richard Curtis 07837 406 989
Chief Engineer:
Peter Heaton 01432 267 491
Treasurer:
Derek Duffett 01432 340 001
Vice Chairman and
Deputy Chief Engineer:
John Depledge 01432 271 352
Chairman emeritus:
Noel Meeke MBE 01600 890 118
Other trustees:
Paul Allen, Adrian Eyre, Mike Harries
Sue Hubbard, Colin Hughes
Alan Marshall, Keith Munn, Brian Nelson,
Brian Pearson, Jill Phillips, Fred Snelgrove
Tom Packham (Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water)
Administrator: Joan Hughes 01432 357 236
Museum mentor: Katherine Andrew
E-mail: info@waterworksmuseum.org.uk

www.waterworksmuseum.org.uk
Editorial: Noel Meeke, Llancraugh Cottage, Marstow
Ross-on-Wye HR9 6EH - museum@marstow.com

Reg Charity 515866 Reg Company 1820496 Accredited Museum

Registered Company Address: Broomy Hill, Hereford HR4 0LJ
© Waterworks Museum - Hereford 2018

info@waterworksmuseum.org.uk

Waterworks Museum - Hereford

It is the membership which gives the Waterworks Museum its solid base in
the wider community. For each member the subscription provides free
access to the Museum on all public open days, mailed copies of the
newsletter WaterWords, the opportunity to have a say in the running of the
Museum at the AGM, a winter social event and a summer gala day.

[NB If the company is wound up every member is liable to a maximum of £1 and junior members 50pence]

These students, who will only be with us for
a short while - as college timetables and
other commitments permit - have fitted in
extremely well and are making a great
contribution. This is a fine example of micro
-volunteering which I know the Chairman is
keen to encourage, and he will be following
up on these first successful examples to
see if this can become a regular aspect of
volunteering at the Museum. I am all in
favour of encouraging volunteering at a
younger age, as those who get a positive
experience tend to continue volunteering in
later life. (Don’t forget we also need nonengineering volunteers to help us in many
other ways at the Museum.)
Another topic raised recently is GDPR and
new data protection laws that came into
effect in May 2018. I expect you have been
inundated with communications on this
recently. I thought I would take the
opportunity to explain that we haven’t
needed to contact you because your
consent for use of your personal data was
recently
confirmed
via
the
2018
membership renewal form. Your consent
can be withdrawn at any time, which I hope
you won’t do as we use your data only for
membership administration, to keep you
informed of news and events at the
Museum or to ask for your support. We
don’t share your personal data and it is
accessible only to 4 people at the Museum
(strictly on a need to know basis). If you
have any concerns or questions about this
then do please contact the Chairman via
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